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Communicated by the Editors 
In a subclass of elliptical distributions, Stein estimators are robust in estimating 
the mean vector and the regression parameters in a linear regression model. 
Unbiased estimates of bias and risk are also given for the regression model. 0 1989 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a linear regression model with uncorrelated disturbances having mean 
zero and finite variance, the ordinary least-squares estimator of the 
regression coefficients is the best linear unbiased estimator, regardless of 
the distribution of the disturbances. Under normality, in a broader class of 
estimators that allows biased estimators as competitors, a necessary and 
sufficient condition was found for the Stein estimator to have a smaller 
weighted mean squared error. This condition states that p, the number of 
regression coefficients, must exceed two and the characterizing scalar must 
lie between zero and 2( p - 2)/(N - p + 2), where N is the number of obser- 
vations. 
The basic assumption in Section 4 is that the disturbances follow a 
spherical distribution which is a mixture with respect to a possibly signed 
measure of normal laws. It is proved that the necessary and sufficient con- 
dition for the dominance of the Stein estimator over the ordinary least- 
squares estimator remains the same. In other words, the characterizing 
scalar of the Stein estimator is robust with respect to the regression 
parameters and the unknown mixing measure. The advantages of the 
proposed estimator over Brandwein’s estimator are outlined. Also in 
Section 4, an unbiased estimate of the bias and the MSE matrix of the 
Stein estimator, proposed by Carter et al. [9], is extended to cover the 
above class of spherical distributions and a general quadratic loss function. 
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Section 5 demonstrates that the Stein estimator of the multivariate nor- 
mal distribution is robust for the estimation of the location of certain ellip- 
tical distributions with an unknown covariance matrix. This is achieved by 
assuming an elliptical distribution for the matrix of observations as done in 
other contexts by many authors, among whom are Kariya [ 123, Eaton and 
Kariya [lo], Kariya and Sinha [ 131, and Anderson, Fang, and Hsu [ 11. 
The assumed elliptical distribution is also a mixture with respect to a 
signed measure of normal laws. The Stein estimator is robust with respect 
to the location, the signed measure, and the unknown covariance matrix; 
but the loss function in this case is a special one (connected to the 
unknown covariance matrix) which was not the case in Section 4. 
2. ELLIPTICAL DISTRIBUTION 
First, the definition of an elliptical distribution is given. A random vector 
x E RP has an elliptical distribution with location vector p and characteristic 
matrix C, denoted x N E,(p, C), if its density function has the form 
P(x)=fC)(x-~)‘C~‘(x-~)l. (2.1) 
A spherical distribution is an elliptical distribution with the identity 
matrix as characteristic matrix, E,(p, I). Let b(p, C; x) denote the density 
function, evaluated at x, of a random vector x normally distributed with 
mean ,U and positive definite covariance matrix C, hereinafter denoted by 
x N Np(PL, a 
Suppose there exists a signed measure W on the measurable space 
(R+, g) such that the probability density function p(x) can be expressed 
as 
(i) p(x) = Iom qU t-‘C; x) Wdt), 
s 00 (ii) t-‘W+(dt)<co, 0 (2.2) 
(iii) 
s 
O” t-‘W-(dt)< 00, 
0 
where W+ - W- is the Jordan decomposition of W in positive and 
negative parts. The class of elliptical distributions satisfying (2.2)(i)-(iii), 
will be denoted by E,*(c(, C). This class of elliptical distributions includes 
the class of distributions for which the inverse Laplace transform 
LP’[f(s)], where s = 4(x -p)‘C-‘(x -CL) exists (see Chu [9b] and 
Bilodeau [6]). It also includes the class of completely monotonic functions 
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where a function f(s) is completely monotonic if ( - 1 )“(d”/&“)f(s) > 0 for 
every n, see, for example, Kelker [14], Berger [3], and Bilodeau [6]. 
Many known flatter densities such as multivariate 1, double exponential 
and Cauchy (see Berger [3, Example 3, p. 13231) belong to the class 
E,x% 0. 
Due to the above integral representation, many probability properties of 
the elliptical random vectors in Ep*(p, C) can be described in terms of its 
Gaussian components. For example, let m(x) be any Bore1 measurable 
function of x, such that E[m(x)] exists; then 
am(x)1 = y E,Cm(x)l Wdt), 
0 
(2.3) 
where E,[m(x)] is the expectation of m(x) as if x were distributed with 
density function &A, t-‘C; x). 
3. SOME USEFUL LEMMAS 
In the theory of Stein estimation, expectations of functions of a normal 
random vector that are proportional to the expectation of the inverse of a 
non-central chi-square appear as the key step in proving theorems. Some 
expectations of this type are presented as preliminary lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. If the p-dimensional random vector x is distributed as 
N,(9, y*C) with y* > 0, and A is a (p x p) positive definite matrix, then 
(i) E[x(~,~~)‘]=y2E[--&-(1-2~)]Z 
(ii) E[X’~~xe)]=y2(p-2)E[-&], if Z=I. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume y = 1. The proof of (i) is done 
for C = I. For an arbitrary C, the proof follows by letting y = ZP “* x. Since 
(a/ax) #(e, z; X) = -(x - e) $(e, I; x), then 
Integrating the inner integral by parts, it is found that 
cc xi a 
- m zK,b(e, Z; x) dXj= -fm I --m 
4(f?, I; X) [ ‘IAx ~;,~~~;A~j)x] dxj, 
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where A = (A(,,, . . . . A,,,). Hence, 
The proof of (i) is complete. Equation (ii) follows by taking the trace on 
both sides of (i). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2. If the p-dimensional vector x distributed as NJ& y2C) is 
independent of S distributed as W,(Z, n), with L > 0, then 
1 1 =y*(p-2)(n-p+ 1) E ~ [ 1 x’C- lx , 
and 
(n-p+l)(n-p+J)E 
Proof: Since S is distributed as W,(X, n) with Z > 0, then it is a well- 
known result (Srivastava and Khatri [ 15, p. 991) that for any non-null vec- 
tor a, (a’c-‘a)/(a’S-‘a) is distributed as xz- + r which does not depend 
on a. Let y=Z- P2 l/*x, 8 = X- ‘/‘0, and W= C- J SZ- rf2. Then y and W are 
independent and respectively distributed as N,(8, y*Z) and W,(Z, n). 
Therefore y/y/y’ W- ‘y follows a xf --p + , and is independent of y. Hence, it 
follows 
from Lemma 1. Similarly, 
=#[(&)‘I 
=E $ (n-p+ l)(n-p+3). [ 1 Q.E.D. 
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In Berger et al. [S, p. 7651, it is stated that if x-NJ& ,?Y) and A is a 
positive definite matrix then 
This result, a corollary of Lemma l(i), follows by multiplying each side by 
A and then taking the trace on both sides of the resulting equation. 
4. ESTIMATION OF REGRESSION PARAMETERS UNDER SPHERICAL DISTRIBUTION 
Assume the linear regression model 
y=XB+e, (4.1) 
where y is a (N x 1) vector of N observations, X is a (N x p) non-random 
matrix of rank p known as the design matrix, B is the vector of regression 
coefficients, and e is the vector of disturbances with mean 0 and covariance 
matrix 02Z whose distribution belongs to E,*(O, I). As a direct consequence 
of the finiteness of the two integrals (2.2)(ii)-(iii), we note that a2 must also 
be finite. From the Gauss-Markov theorem, the ordinary least-squares 
estimator of /?, b = (X’X))‘x’y, is the best linear unbiased estimator. 
Consider the problem of estimating /? by j with loss function 
W,B)=uw)‘Q(B-PI, (4.2) 
where Q is a positive definite matrix, and risk &‘(b, fi) = E[Z@, /?)I. The 
risk of the ordinary least-squares estimator is given by W(b, b) = 
g2 tr[Q(xlX)-‘1. To improve on this risk, consider the shrinkage estimator 
z-k (y-Xb)‘(y-Xb) 
,,‘X’-yQ - ‘x’xb Q - 'X'X 1 b. (4.3) 
The usefulness of the estimator fi, lies in the independence of the charac- 
terizing scalar k, upon the particular distribution in E,*(O, I). In other 
words, the robustness of /?, is with respect to /I and the unknown signed 
measure W. The estimators considered by Brandwein [7] for errors follow- 
ing a general spherical distribution do not enjoy this desirable property. 
More precisely, the choice of the characterizing scalar varies for different 
distributions and involves an unknown expectation. Brandwein suggests 
the use of an upper bound for the unknown expectation as a way to get 
around this problem. Such a bound, however, is not available for a general 
spherical distribution. 
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Whereas from a theoretical standpoint uniform domination is of interest, 
of utmost importance to the applied statistician is how much risk 
improvement can be achieved in practice. For the estimator fl,, an 
unbiased estimate of the risk will be obtained from an unbiased estimate of 
the mean squared error matrix. However, if the statistician chooses to 
adopt Bandwein’s estimator the question just raised will remain 
unanswered. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose the error vector e follows a spherical distribution in 
E,*(O, I). With respect to the loss function (4.2), the shrinkage estimator (4.3) 
has untformly smaller risk than the ordinary least-squares estimator, in 
dimensions p > 3, tf and only if 0 < k < 2( p - 2)/( N - p + 2). The largest 
reduction in risk is attained at k = ( p - 2)/(N - p + 2). 
Proof. Define v = y’[Z- X(X’X))‘X’]y and z = (X’X)“‘b. From (4.3), 
(B,-a,=(b-p)-k(:‘X~~~~X.~~)Q-‘x~~b. (4.4) 
It follows that 
Uy-JW’(y-WI* 
b’X’XQ - ‘X’Xb 1 
(Y-Xb)‘(Y-Xb)b’X’X(b-B) 
b’X’XQ - ‘X’Xb 1 
=k2E[&--2kE[vz’(z;~(z))], (4.5) 
where A = (X’X)1/2Q-i(x’X)1’2. 
Using (2.3), E[v*/z’Az] = jr E, [v*/z’Az] W(dt), for some signed 
measure W( dt ). 
Under normality v and z are independently distributed. Hence, 
[ 1 & Wdt). (4.6) 
But e - N(0, t-‘Z) implies z’z - (l/t) x~(tP’X’Xjl) and v - (l/t) xgmP. Hence 
(4.6) becomes 
E =(N-p)W-p+2)jom t-2E,[&] Wdt). (4.7) 
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The finiteness of the integral (4.7) is now demonstrated. Since 
E,[l/z’z] = tE[ l/$(tfl’X’X/?)] < t/( p - 2) for all t, then for 1, = &,,,(A -‘), 
E* [ 1 -& Gtw(P-2) 
and 
O< jam t-2E, [A] W(dt) 
= jam t-‘E, [A] W+(dt)- jam t-‘E, [-&-I W-(dt). 
The finiteness of these two integrals follows from the assumptions 
(2.2)(ii)-(iii) on the distribution in E,*(O, I). Following the same lines while 
applying Lemma 1, 
] = jam E,(u) Et [z”z;~‘““] W(dt) 
=(p-2)(N-p)jom t-2Ef-&-] W(dt). (4.8) 
Substituting Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8) back in (4.5) and solving for k ends the 
proof of Theorem 1. Q.E.D. 
The shrinkage estimator 8, given by (4.3) defines a point estimate of the 
true vector of regression parameters /?. For the applied statistician, a point 
estimate by itself may not be satisfactory because a measure of variability 
associated with the estimate is often desirable. A measure of variability of 
the least-squares estimate of /3 is the variance-covariance matrix of b. For 
biased estimators, a measure of variability often contemplated is the mean 
squared error matrix. When the errors are normally distributed and the 
loss function is (4.2) with Q=X’X, Carter et al. [9] obtained unbiased 
estimators of the bias vector B($,) = E(/?, - 8) and the mean squared error 
matrix M(fi,) = E(fi, - /?)(B, - /I)‘. The diagonal elements of M(/?,) give a 
measure of variability of the estimate of each regression parameter and 
tr[M(bs)Q] is the total risk. Theorem 2 extends their method to cover the 
general loss function (4.2) and errors that are spherically distributed. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose the disturbance vector e follows a spherical 
distribution in E,*(O, I). Let D = X’XQ-‘X’X. Then, 
&&) = -k (Nb;Dpb’s2 Q-‘X’Xb 
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and 
&(B,) = s2(X’X) ~ 1 + kZ (W-P; “‘)’ Q - ’ X’Xbb’X’XQ ~ ’ 
2k (N - p)‘s4 
-(N-p+2) b’Db 
Q-l -2Q-‘X’X&X’XQ-‘1, 
are unbiased estimators of B(fl,) and M(fi,), where s* = (y - Xb)‘(y - Xb)/ 
(N - p) is unbiasedfor c?. 
Proof. Let z = (X’X)“*b, 8 = (X’X)“‘/?, and s* = (y - Xb)‘(y - Xb)/ 
(N-p). From (4.4), I?($,--/l)=E(b-P)-kE[((N-p)s’/b’Db)Q-’X’Xb]. 
Then B(/c?,)= -kE[((N- p)s*/b’Db) Q-‘X’Xb]. 
Hence, &$,) is unbiased for B@,). For the mean squared error matrix, it 
also follows from (4.4) that 
=~(b-g)(b-fl)‘+k2E[((N;&)s2)2Q-%k-bb%’~Q-’] 
-kE W- PV 
[ 
b,Db (QplX’Xb(b-B)‘+(b-j?)b’X’XQ-‘) 1 
=I12~~‘X)-1+k2E[(‘NTDPb)S2)leIX’Xbb~~~Q-1] 
(Q-‘X’Xb(b-B)‘+(b-B)b’X’XQ-‘} . 
I 
(4.9) 
From the integral representation (2.2), for a given t, (N - p)s* - t - ‘,&p 
is independent of z - N(0, ~~‘1). Hence, E[s’] = j; E, [s’] W(dt) = 
Jr t-‘W(dt) = cr2. 
It follows that an unbiased estimator for the first two terms of (4.9) is 
s2(X’X)-’ + k2 (W-&Is*) Q -‘X’Xbb’X’XQ - ‘. (4.10) 
For the third term of (4.9), consider the equalities 
(X’X)“*E (Nb;D;S2b(b-/3)‘] (X’X)“’ 
L 
(N-p)sZ~(~-Q’ 
z’Az I 
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cc = i 0 E,[(N-p)s2] tb’E,[-&-(I-2%)] IV(&), fromLemma 1 
E,[(N-p)2s4] tr1Et[&(I-2z)] H’(d) 
’ E[(N;;r4(I-2 
(X’X)“2bb’(X’X) Q-1(X’X)1’2 
=(N-p+2) b’Db )I- 
Hence the third term of (4.9) is unbiasedly estimated by 
2k (N - p)2s4 
-(N-p+2) b’Db 
Q-‘-2Q-‘X’X;(X’X)Q-1]. (4.11) 
From (4.10) and (4.11) it is easily seen that u(8,) is unbiased for M(b,). 
Q.E.D. 
5. ESTIMATION OF THE MULTIVARIATE MEAN 
UNDER ELLIPTICAL DISTRIBUTION 
A p x N random matrix X= (x1, . . . . xN) is distributed according to an 
elliptical distribution with parameters ,u and C > 0, if its density function 
has the form 
AW=f L ; ,f (%-pL)‘c-l(xi-p) 1=l 1 
=f[tr~=-‘(~-C1.)(X--pl.)f], (5.1) 
where 1’ is a row vector of ones of dimension N. This matrix-distribution 
can be written as a vector-distribution by defining 
x’ = vet(X) = (xi, . . . . x>), $ii=l@p,2’=I@C. 
With this notation, the density (5.1) can equivalently be written as 
p(x) =f[i(x - fi)’ l-(x - /Ti)]. 
683/28J2-6 
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In the context of Stein estimation, these distributions have been studied 
by Strawderman [16], Berger [3], Brandwein and Strawderman [8], and 
finally Brandwein [7], ‘who found minimax location estimators of a general 
spherical distribution under general quadratic loss and multiple indepen- 
dent observations. None of the above apapers investigate the estimation of 
the location of an elliptical distribution with an unknown covariance 
matrix. 
From a statistical decision theory standpoint, consider the estimation of 
,n by fi with respect to the loss function, 
LC(C1,C),~l=(F-~)‘r:~‘(B-/1). (5.2) 
For the class of elliptical distributions E,*(fl, 2) it will be shown that the 
shrinkage estimator 
k 
Njz’F5 1 X, where as usual S = f (xi - jz)(x, - jz)‘, (5.3) i=l 
has uniformly smaller risk than X in dimensions p > 3, for 
0 <k < 2(p - 2)/(N- p + 2). Thus, the Stein estimator is robust with 
respect to p, the signed measure W and the unknown covariance matrix C. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose the p x N random matrix X has an elliptical dis- 
tribution in E,*(b, c). With respect to the loss function (5.2), the shrinkage 
estimator ji, has uniformly smaller risk than j2 in dimensions p > 3 if and only 
ifO<k<2(p-2)/(N-p+2). 
Proof: From (5.3), (fl, - p) = (X - ,u) - (k/Njz’S-‘jz)jz, hence 
= -2kE “f&F,“‘] + k2E [ (N?;:;)2]. (5.4) 
From Section 2, p(x) = Jr +(b, t ~ ‘z’; x) W(dt) for a signed measure W(dt). 
Using Eq. (2.3), 
For a given t, the x;s (i= 1, . . . . N) are independent and identically 
distributed as N,,(p, t-IL’). Therefore, for a given t, t N N,(p, (l/N) t-‘2) 
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is independent of S- W&t - ‘Z, n), n = N - 1. From the last remark it 
follows that 
E cr-‘(2 - p) 
f Njz’S- ‘2 
=t-$(P-2)(n-p+l)E, _ 
[ 
-1 
x’(t ‘C)-lx 1 (5.6) 
from Lemma 2. Substituting (5.6) back in (5.5) 
E jz’z-‘(% - p) 
[ NSS-5 1 =&wn-P+ llJ-f t-%[~,(-&] Wdt). 
(5.7) 
Similarly, using the second part of Lemma 2, 
4 [(;;:&] =&t-%--p+ l)(n-p+3) E, 1 _ 1 x’(t-1zr-‘i2 . 
Hence 
It is now proved that 
1 W(dt) < co. (5.9) 
For a fixed t, iz- N,(p, (l/N) t-‘Z) and subsequently N%‘(t-‘C)-lX~ 
xi(Ntp’C-‘p), where xi(A) denotes a non-central chi-square with p degrees 
of freedom and non-centrality parameter 1. It follows that 
E,[l/jZ’(tr1C)p’%]<N/(p-2) for all t>O and (5.9) follows from the 
assumptions (2.2)(iik(iii) on the distribution in E,*(& 2). Substituting 
(5.7) and (5.8) back in (5.4) and solving for k proves Theorem 3. Q.E.D. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
One may argue that the proof of Theorem 3 follows readily from Stein’s 
results under normality. This is true only when f(s) is completely 
monotonic in which case the mixing measure is a probability measure. The 
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argumentation goes as follows. Suppose p(X) has density (5.1) where f(s) 
is a completely monotonic function. Then, 
for a probability measure W(dt). 
For a given t, the xls are independently distributed as N,(p, CC). Hence, 
from Stein’s results under normality, E, { L [ (CL, L’), ji,] - L [ (p, C), X] > < 0 
for all t. Since IV(&) is a positive measure, then the difference in risks 
(5.10) is negative. As a matter of fact, this proof is only the one for 
sufficiency (and not for necessity) of the condition on the characterizing 
scalar. 
This reasoning collapses when the completely monotonic hypothesis is 
replaced by the assumption that L-‘[f(s)] exists. For example, when 
p=3, if f(s)=k[l +(2~)~]-’ th en W(dt) is not a positive measure any 
more. 
The superiority of this paper over Brandwein’s and Berger’s lies in 
the fact that for these authors only /? was unknown and only sufficient 
conditions were given. However, their class of shrinkers was much broader. 
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